
Lecture 1: Accounting information, Business process and Firm value 
LO1: Describe the changing role of accounting function in business and explain the factors behind these 
changes.  

1. What is traditional accounting?  
a. Process/ system 

- Consideration of how data is identified and collected to enable the preparation of appropriate 
information.  

b. Economic 
-   Focus is on business events that directly or indirectly have an economic effect on the business. 

c. Measurement 
-  Evaluating how to best measure the economic effect identified via the process/system.  

2. What is modern accounting?  
- Business process focussed 
 

3. Traditional > Modern 

 

Traditional  Modern 

Traditional  Modern 
- Record keeper  transaction focus 
- Focus on information for accounting 

reports 
- Preparer and steward for decision 

making 
- Value reported 

- Member of leadership group 
- Broad focus on business activity leading 

to meeting financial performance and 
position goals 

- Active role in decision making 
- Value creator 

Movement from transaction to decision support and process focus.  
Accountants should do BOTH core accounting activities and advice in strategic and operational matters 



L02: Describe and explain the characteristics of accounting information
Fundamental Qualitative Characteristics 

a. Relevance  financial information capable of making a difference 
- Not necessarily new information 
- Only has to be capable, not actually make a difference 
- Capability is about predictive/confirmatory value 
- Materiality is an element of relevance  how much of difference In nature/amount 

b. Faithful representation  complete, neutral, free from error 
- Complete  All information necessary for user to understand the phenomena including descriotions and 

explanations 
- Neutral  without bias in the selection or presentation of financial information 
- Free from error  does not mean accurate in all respects Faithful representation achieved if no errors or 

omissons affect the description of economic phenomena  

Enhancing qualitative characteristics 

a. Comparable 
- Enables comparison between different periods within a set of financial statements and across different 

reporting entities 
b. Verifiable 

- Consensus among knowledgeable and independent observers that a particular depiction of an event 
/transaction is a faithful representation.  

c. Timely  
- Ties in with relevance, minimize time lag 

d. Understandable 
- Reasonable knowledge of business and economic activities to analyze and interpret the info 

Pervasive constraints 

- Cost/benefit principle 
- Impt that the benefits arising from financial reporting exceed the cost of preparation 
- Relevant and faithful representation is assumed to result in more efficient functioning of financial 

markets and reduces cost of capital for reporting entity 

 



LO3: Identify and explain relevant characteristics when presented with financial information

 

Relevance  current assets included because of its ability to pay bills/convert into cash 
Faithful presentation  confident that products will sell and generate cash, faithful that no products will go out of date 
quickly (concerns about inventory) 
Comparability  can compare between 2013 and 2014, compare with other compabies 
Verifiability   
Understandability -  
Timeliness   

Information Hypothesis 
- Quality information > quality decisions 
- Better quality information leads to more efficient market 
- So, there is demand for quality info > assurance service regarding quality info and acc systems that enable production 
of quality info.  

 

LO4: Describe the role of the accountant in using, designing and evaluating information systems 
 

 

 

Understand 
-business goals 
-business operations 
-business event activities (even if they 
have no impact on reporting 
requirements) 

 

 

Understand:  
- business structure 
-business functions 
- business events & 
activities relevant to 
biz functions 



LO5: Draw simple business process diagrams
How do we understand business operations and functions?  
- Narrative 
- Activity model (Benefits   

Why model business process? 
- Better understanding of organization 
- Identify flaws with process 
- Recognize that internal controls can be implemented 
- Assess the possible problems with the intended outcome of quality information 

Business Process Modelling Notation (BPMN) 

 

Swimlanes can be used to show interaction between participants.  

 



1. Activities within a pool is organized by 
sequence flow 
2.  Interaction between pools are represented by 
messages flow.  
- Message flow> dashed arrow with a small circle 
at starting end 

 

 

 

 

Delivering Value (business process oriented) 
- Growth in profits 
- Growth in assets 
- Growth in share price 
- Growth in brand recognition 
- Expansion in the organization 
- Achieving identified goals 

(Value is different for every organisaiton) 

 

So accounting role is changing from 
scorekeepers > value integrators 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Flow Charts

 

 



Lecture 2: Data Modelling and Databases (need lectures) 
LO1: Describe and explain the role of database management systems in ensuring information quality in 
transaction 
Data Modelling 

BPMN is about activities 
Data modelling is about capturing data 

Terminology 

1. Classes  objects that organization wishes to collect data about and from  
Example:  
 a. Organizational resources: trucks, machines 
b. Person  Customer, Employee 
c. Events  Sales, purchases 
d. Conceptual structures eg accounts 

2. Graphical associations (linking) 
3. Multiplicities  the ways(times) one class can be associated with another class 
4. Attributes  details about the class (data to be captured) 

 
 
 

Notice: Relationshp focus 

Multiplicities show  
minimum..maximum 
See interpretation in lectures 

LO2: Interpret and analyze a 
simple Entity-Relationship (ER) 

Diagram 
1. Entities 

- Person, place object, event, concept 
- Things about which we wish to collect 
- Entity type vs Entity instance (Lecturer vs Micahel) 

2. Attributes 
- Characteristics descriptive of an entity 

3. Relationships 
- Association between entities (Verbs  directional) 

Example: 



 
 
 
BPMN diagram 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 
ER Diagram 

 

 

(interpretation in lectures) 

LO3: Translate a simple entity relationship diagram   into a set of normalized relations, including the appropriate 
specification of primary and foreign keys 

LO4: Draw and explain simple REA diagrams 

Lecture 3: Sales & Collection Business Processes (need lectures) 
LO1: Describe & explain the business activities that comprise the sales and collection service.  
Business events 

 


